
Root Cause Analysis Module



Learning Targets

1
Understand the 
purpose of
conducting a root
cause analysis

2
Use the fishbone 
method to
determine the root
cause of your 
primary need

3
Create need 
statements and 
desired outcomes
to solve the root
cause

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your learning targets today are…



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is our framework for school improvement. In this framework you can see how the Comprehensive Needs Assessment connects to the integrated action plan. The root cause analysis is the process that bridges the information you collect from your Comprehensive Needs Assessment and Data review. The Root Cause Analysis process allows for a thorough inquiry of your current state. It is the connection to identifying key factors contributing to your primary need and allows you to solve those problems to increase positive student outcomes and reach your desired state. This is done through the evidence based strategies and actions you implement, monitor and evaluate over the course of your school year.As with all steps in the cycle of continuous improvement, the root cause analysis is conducted with a team of stakeholders.  We suggest starting your planning process in November or December for the next school year.



• Divide chart paper in half
• Headings:

• Strengths
• Areas of Development

• Review the CNA Final Summary
Page in GME and discuss your
strengths and areas of
development – list the indicators
in each column

• Discuss patterns, trends and data
that showcase your need

• Highlight the top 3 needs on chart

Identifying Primary Needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before you begin your root cause analysis process you must identify your primary needs. You will use your comprehensive needs assessment to identify areas of strength and areas of development. Shown here are the 6 principles of your CNA. Review the final summary page of your CNA to discuss patterns, trends, and data that showcase your needsAfter the discussion with your team, the recommendation is to select 3 primary needs that need to be addressed. This could be an entire principle, or an indicator or element that is presenting as a strong concern. 



Have a primary need, now what?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How many times have you tried to fix a problem but it still keeps coming back? Do you have students not complete assignments constantly? No matter how much you modify, but they just don’t do it. Or do you have late students that are always late no matter how much you talk to them or what incentives you dangle? Sometimes our solutions are temporary solutions because we didn’t analyze the situation to determine the root of the problem. Instead, we needed to fix the problem quickly and so we used a solution that we used in the past or someone else used to see if it worked. A root cause analysis allows you to use a strategic method to dig down into the problem and determine causes and contributing factors. Often times during the discussion of causes we find different perspectives of the same situation and get an enhanced picture of the problem.  At the end of the root cause analysis we are able to find the major cause and determine what needs to happen in order to solve the problem. Today we will use the fishbone analysis to discuss factors that are contributing to your problem and help you determine targeted solutions to your 3 primary needs you identified. Up next is a brief overview of the fishbone problem solving process. 



The Fishbone Problem Solving Process



CNA 
Principle(s) 
Goes Here.

What needs
to change to

fix root
cause?

Look at all the causes and factors, what stands
out the most, what shows up in multiple
categories…that is your main root cause

Describe the CNA principle after the problem is fixed.

Root Cause:
Enter the root cause here.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the video you saw the fishbone process carried out to solve a workplace problem. We will now show you how to use the process for school improvement. Here is an overview of the fishbone diagram we use.



2.4 Our teachers do not 
implement evidence
based, rigorous
instruction as evidence
from classroom 
observations, lesson
plans, and % proficient on 
AzMERIT.

Root Cause:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is our fishbone sample. You can see the three main parts of the fish: head, body and tail. In the head you see the CNA principle and indicator that was identified as a primary need in the CNA: “2.4 Our teachers are not implementing evidence based rigorous and relevant instruction” as evidence from classroom observations, lesson plans and the % proficient on AZ Merit. We combined what evidence we used and what data was used to determine that it was a primary need. Please add “do not” to the primary need to keep clear that this is the problem you will be analyzing.



2.4 Our teachers do not 
implement evidence 
based, rigorous
instruction as evidence
from classroom
observations, lesson
plans, and % proficient
on AzMERIT.

Root Cause:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the body we chose the 6 categories of Instruction, Curriculum, Community, Teachers, Students, and Infrastructure as these 6 categories are frequently used in education. Think of these categories as the who, what, and why that are contributing to the primary need problem.Sometimes people brainstorm possible causes and then sort their causes into categories Sometimes people leave categories blank and fill them in as they go Categories can and will be different depending what the primary need is. In your discussion with your team you might choose different categories but these are guiding categories if you get stuck.You might not need 6 categories, you may have more than 6 bones on your fish too.



Possible Additional Fishbone Categories

• Leadership
• Assessment
• Transportation
• Attendance
• Time
• Professional development
• Climate/culture
• Technology
• Subgroups

Root Cause:

Desired Outcome:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are possible additional categories we have seen schools use depending on the primary need identified; there could be many others. You do not need to start with all of your categories pre-determined. After listing reasons for your problem, sometimes a category will emerge. 



Sample Target Questions
• How do you know the problem exists?
• What are your teachers or staff doing or not doing to contribute

to the problem?
• What are students doing or not doing to contribute to the

problem?
• What is the community or family doing or not doing to

contribute?
• What school systems support the problem?
• What systems do not support the problem?
• What barriers are in place?
• How does the curriculum contribute?
• How does time contribute?
• Does the school schedule play a role in the problem?
• What causes the teachers to contribute to the problem?
• Why do students feel or act a certain way?
• How does instruction contribute to the problem?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When your team engages in this process you will need to have a deep, honest conversation about what is contributing to the problem. It is important to have a well-rounded team to provide different insights and perspectives to the problem. It is important to look in the mirror and be open to root causes. This is not a blame session or a venting session – but rather an objective review of factors contributing to a problem.  The conversation will need to be facilitated and participants will need to be prepped as to the purpose. Here are some target questions that we use to facilitate the conversation and help dig deep down to evaluate our factors contributing to the root cause. 



You Will Have to Study Your Diagram to Identify the Root
Cause

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After your brainstorm session is complete, you will have to study your diagram to identify the overall root cause of the problem.  THE root cause may not be immediately recognizable, this is where having a diverse team helps promote discussion and perspective.



Overall Root Cause: No writing curriculum and lack of training.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is our sample fishbone. The team and I brainstormed all the causes for my teachers not implementing evidence based, rigorous writing instruction.  We used the set of target questions to help guide our work. After you brain storm all your ideas you are going to look  for the following: Do you see a common trend? Pattern? Highlight, Underline key words or phrases that are in common. We found that we have low level instruction, lack of alignment to standards, varied materials being used, no planning time, lack of professional development, and students lack perseverance.  We concluded that teachers are not implementing rigorous writing instruction because they lack a solid curriculum and training – this is our root cause written above the diagram. In the tail we then wrote our needs statement: We need an evidence and standards based curriculum, implemented with fidelity as well as professional development. We then ask ourselves, “If what is in the fishbone tail were corrected, would the problem continue?” We feel if we implement an evidence based curriculum with fidelity after receiving professional development, then we would no longer have our primary need.  After we completed the Needs statement we restated it in a positive and that becomes the desired outcome. Write that at the bottom. The desired outcome is your target goal. 



What if my 
tail is too big?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the end of your discussion reread the tail of your fishbone and ask your self: If I do this will my primary need go away? If it could then you are good to go forward to create a plan of action.If your answer is no, then your need statement, or your tail, is too big and is not getting to the root of the problem.



Sometimes you have to dig a little deeper…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes our root cause analysis leads us to identify a general problem so we may need to drill down even deeper. Using the 5 Whys method allows us to move beyond obvious answers and reflect on less obvious explanations. Like an inquisitive toddler, keep asking why in response to each suggested cause, and keep asking why to get insight at a level that can be addressed. You will know you have reached your final why because it does not make logical sense to ask why again. Let’s watch another quick clip on how to use this method. 



How to Use the 5 Whys



Overall Root Cause: low rigor, lack of student engagement, no
motivation, teachers just going through the motions, lack of relevancy

do
not

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at a different fishbone example. This school had a primary need of 2.1 – teachers maintain high academic expectations for all students. After listing the challenges – the school looked for a common theme (highlighted in red). As you see, sometimes there is more than one theme that emerges, but there should be one common oneAfter conducting their root cause analysis, they listed multiple root causes, and they generated their need statement and desired outcome… but this is still very general  and not focused enough on the ONE main root cause of the problem so we need to dig deeper.



Why do teachers have
low expectations for

student achievement?

They don’t understand
the students’ 
needs.

They don’t take time to
build relationships with
students.

They don’t know how to build
a relationship.

They don’t have strategies to 
build relationships with
students.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So taking the tail of the previous fishbone that was very general, we asked why several times and we got to a deeper root cause. Now we can start to identify our need statement and desired outcome.



CNA 
Principle(s) 
Goes Here

What needs
to change to

fix root
cause?

Overall Root Cause

Describe the CNA principle after the problem is fixed.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s review the components of the fishbone diagram– emphasize the root cause, need statement and desired outcome – these need to be more than a restatement of the CNA indicator in the primary need box.You will need to transfer this information to the CNA Final Summary Page in GME, and into your Integrated Action Plan: Primary Need, Root Cause, Need Statement and desired outcome. All of these items are required as part of your integrated action plan. The actual fishbone documents are also required documents to upload as evidence of your root cause analysis progress for your top 3 primary needs. These documents can be typed, handwritten or even photographs of your work.  The documents should be clear and readable so ADE can review your work.



A. Teachers need to increase the practice of using
higher level DOK questioning with students

B. We need to provide opportunities for parents and 
community to get involved in the school

C. Staff need opportunities to collaborate to review 
assessment data and create student action plans

Need 
Statements

A.Teachers will include DOK 2 and 3 levels of
questioning in their daily planning and instruction

B.Create a team to develop and implement
opportunities for parent and community involvement

C.Develop a schedule for team collaboration and 
expectations for assessment data review and
student action plan creation

Desired 
Outcomes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A few more words regarding NS and DO… these are written from the perspective of what we as adults need to do to solve our problem, not what the students need to do. Review the chart here for corresponding need statements and desired outcomes schools have created based on their root cause analysis.



A word about TSI Subgroups

* Must include in your
consideration of primary needs,
root causes, need statements,
and desired outcomes

• Create a separate fishbone that 
addresses root causes for
subgroup performance.

• Can also embed subgroups as a 
category on a fishbone for an
overall primary need.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many schools have been identified as TSI or Targeted Support and Improvement schools due to underperformance of identified subgroups based on ESSA.These subgroups include:Major Racial/ethnic groupsEconomically disadvantagedEnglish Learners andStudents with DisabilitiesWithin your RCA process you must include a focus on the needs of these subgroups – this can be done by creating a root cause analysis that focuses on sub-group achievement.The next slide shows how a school used a root cause analysis to identify and solve problems related to their ELL sub-group.



Root Cause Fishbone Focused on a Sub-Group

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this example the school identified CNA indicator 2.3 as a problem area as it relates to their ELL students as measured by progress on the AZELLA test.  



Fishbone That Addresses Sub-Group Performance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this example an analysis of a primary need for indicator 3.5 includes consideration of how the need area impacts services provided to sub-group students. 



Additional 
Fishbones from 

Schools in 
Improvement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s share some additional fishbone diagrams schools have created.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This school used the new fishbone template to conduct a root cause analysis specific to the need to increase their graduation rate. They identified a need to increase social emotional supports for students which includes increased opportunities for students to engage in the school community. 



Overall Root Cause: low level questioning in class; limited use of
questioning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This school felt they would be able to address principle 2.4-implementing evidence based, rigorous and relevant instruction if teachers would increase their practice of using higher level depth of knowledge questioning with their students. After reviewing the lack of rigorous instruction they found a common trend, those are highlighted in red. You can see they turned their fishbone tail into the desired outcome “Teachers will include daily planning instruction to increase levels of DOK and will use more DOK 2 and DOK 3.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this example, each team member was given sticky notes. They wrote factors that were contributing to their primary need. The team discussed how their primary need shows up around campus. Then they organized their ideas into groups and labeled those groups. Then they used different color markers to look at patterns and trends.  They grouped those trends together to determine the need statement and desired outcome. They also brainstormed solutions or strategies to address the need and get to the desired outcome.  



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this example, the school found a pattern within the CNA and decide to identify 2 indicators to focus on: 1.4 and 6.1 because they focus on parent support and high expectations for all students. You can see they brainstormed how the symptoms of the primary need show up around school. They used the following categories: teachers, students, coaches, parents, systems and assessment. The team highlighted commonalities in blue, yellow and green. Then after discussion a need statement and desired out come was created. The school needs a team to develop and implement both formal and informal opportunities for stakeholders partnership to meet the needs and interests of the community. 



Planning
Tool

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the Planning Tool in the Grants Management Enterprise, or GME, you will need to complete two steps regarding your fishbone diagrams. The first step is to go to the Related Documents section in your school’s Planning Tool. Here is where you will upload your fishbone diagrams. Please upload each as a separate document. In the example shown here, the school labeled each document with the primary need principal and indicator numbers.



Final Summary Chart

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, you will go back to the Final Summary page in your CNA section and complete the Summary and Needs Identification chart. You will complete the chart by adding in the information from your fishbone diagrams: the primary need and indicator numbers, the primary need statement from the head of the fishbone, the one overall root cause of the problem, the need statement from the tail of the fishbone, and the desired outcome. Be sure that this information matches your fishbones you uploaded. Use one row for each primary need. Additional rows can be added if you have more than 3 primary needs.



SUGGESTED TIMELINE FOR ANNUAL PLANNING

Dec.– Jan.

Processing CNA

Root Cause Analysis

February

March
Development of IAP for All 
Programmatic Areas

Submission of ESEA Consolidated 
Grant application aligned to Integrated 
Action Plan (SIAP & LIAP)

May 1

May 30
Submission of SI Grants 
Aligned to IntegratedAction 
Plan (SIAP & LIAP)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a suggested timeline to help ensure that schools complete each step of the continuous improvement process in a timely and thorough manner, in order to be completed by the due date for grant submissions in May.



PLANNING TOOL NAVIGATOR WEBSITE

https://www.azed.gov/titlei/planning-workflow/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For additional supports with the continuous improvement process, please head over to the planning tool navigator website, maintained by the Title I folks at ADE. Here you will find reference guides, checklists, recorded micro trainings and more to support the process of analyzing your needs to the completion of your school and LEA integrated action plans.  

https://www.azed.gov/titlei/planning-workflow/


Thank You

If you would like copies of the tools used throughout the 
webinar, please visit

www.azed.gov/improvement/professional-learning
All documents are posted below the module.

If you need additional support or have any questions, 
please contact your program specialist or send a message 

to SchoolImprovementInbox@azed.gov

http://www.azed.gov/improvement/professional-learning
mailto:SchoolImprovementInbox@azed.gov
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